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Abstract
This "ILLUSTRATED TECHNICAL PAPER" presents the slides describing the contents of the paper "A
Pub/Sub SDN-Integrated Framework for IoT Traffic Orchestration".
The talk was presented at the 3rd International Conference on Future Networks and Distributed
Systems - ICFNDS 2019, 1 - 2 July 2019 at Paris, France.
The "illustrated technical paper format" is intended to complement, enrich and subsidize the technical
paper content and contains slides, complementary text and additional and/or focused bibliographic references.
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PAPER ABSTRACT

The Internet of Things (IoT) is advancing and the adoption of internet-connected devices in everyday use is
constantly growing. This increase not only affects the traffic from other sources in the network, but also the
communication quality requirements, like Quality of Service (QoS), for the IoT devices and applications.
With the rise of dynamic network management and dynamic network programming technologies like
Software-Defined Networking (SDN), traffic management and communication quality requirements can be
tailored to fit niche use cases and characteristics. We propose a publish/subscribe QoS-aware framework
(PSIoT-SDN) that orchestrates IoT traffic and mediates the allocation of network resources between IoT
data aggregators and pub/sub consumers. The PSIoT framework allows edge-level QoS control using
the features of publish/ subscribe orchestrator at IoT aggregators and, in addition, allows network-level
QoS control by incorporating SDN features coupled with a bandwidth allocation model for network wide
IoT traffic management. The integration of the framework with SDN allows it to dynamically react to
bandwidth sharing enabled by the SDN controller, resulting in better bandwidth distribution and higher
link utilization for IoT traffic
•
•
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PAPER SLIDES

Fig. 1.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
This article presents the Pub/Sub SDN-integrated PSIoT, a framework that allows edge-level QoS
control using the features of publish/ subscribe orchestrator at IoT aggregators and, in addition,
allows network-level QoS control by incorporating SDN features coupled with a bandwidth allocation model for network-wide IoT traffic management. [1].
Authors argue that "the integration of the framework with SDN allows it to dynamically react to
bandwidth sharing enabled by the SDN controller, resulting in better bandwidth distribution and
higher link utilization for IoT traffic".

−− >

Paper to read:
–

The full paper text describing the PSIoT-SDN framework is "A Pub/Sub SDN-Integrated
Framework for IoT Traffic Orchestration" and is available at:
∗
∗
∗

−− >

ARXIV: https://arxiv.org/a/martins_j_1.html
ZENODO: https://zenodo.org/record/3228875#.XTRhv-hKjIU
Research Gate: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333381114_A_PubSub_SDN-Integrated
Framework_for_IoT_Traffic_Orchestration

Complementary papers describing PSIoT, SDN-IoT integration and BAM configuration, operation and management:
–
–
–
–

PSIoT main characteristics for massive IoT traffic orchestration are described in [2]
SDN-IoT integration is discussed in: [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
BAM models, principles and configuration are available in: [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]
Edge/ fog computing is addressed in: [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]
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Fig. 2.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"In [1] we’ll describe the PSIoT-SDN framework and how it proposes to manage IoT traffic, as well
as how it combines with SDN to offer enhanced QoS capabilities to IoT traffic. We present in section
2 previous work in that handle QoS and traffic management. In section 3 we explore proposed IoToriented architectures, considering both data processing and QoS in an SDN enabled network.
Sections 4 and 5 overview PSIoT-SDN framework components including its basic orchestrator for
IoT traffic management at network edge-level (aggregators) and the SDN controller for networkwide QoS management. In Section 6 we present a proof of concept for the PSIoT-SDN with a SDN
network controller coupled with a bandwidth allocation model (BAM) and evaluate how it affects
the traffic in the network. Finally, section 7 concludes with an overview of the result and what was
presented."
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Fig. 3.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The Internet of Things (IoT) is considered an important trend in the future Internet [20] [21].
Its ability to connect common objects to each other and through the internet has many different
applications. The growing number of these connected devices brings with them many advantages
to businesses, consumers, cities and plays a role in emerging technology."
"Most of IoT applications have a large amount of heterogeneous devices in the form of sensors and
actuators, with differences in processing, storage, power and functionality. These differences then
generate a large amount of heterogeneous traffic that leads to complex issues in quality of service
(QoS), resource allocation and network configuration. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]"
"Cloud Computing [27] and recently Edge/ Fog Computing [28] attempt to mitigate the impact
of massive IoT traffic has on networks and devices and data processing. Using Fog Computing
operating on the edges of the network allows to minimize the load on the whole network by
serving already preprocessed and aggregated IoT data. This allows applications to leverage the
geographical distribution of IoT data-points to keep the traffic flow closer to the consumers."
"IoT applications can benefit from these mechanisms to create more appropriate QoS management.
However, with IoT applications and devices spreading geographically and increasing in quantity,
data aggregation and preprocessing in the Fog isn’t enough to compensate the large increase of IoT
traffic in the network. Purely decreasing IoT traffic via aggregation and preprocessing also doesn’t
automatically enhance the QoS for massive IoT data. Using IoT data and traffic characteristics is
important in order to create QoS strategies that better serve IoT applications. Knowing how IoT
devices transmit data and how applications consume that data makes it easier to properly apply
QoS in a meaningful way."
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Fig. 4.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The PSIoT-Orch is a IoT traffic management framework that combines the Cloud, Fog and Pub/Sub
IoT scenarios to enable Pub/Sub-based IoT data transfers and QoS requirements enforcement based
on IoT data sets. The PSIoT-Orch framework was created to manage massive traffic generated
by the ever growing number of IoT devices. Its goal is to use Publish/ Subscribe to allow IoT
data transfer among producers and consumers and, concomitantly, to handle network resources
efficiently according to IoT QoS traffic requirements at edge level. It adopts a static priority
allocation for IoT traffic data classes at aggregators [2] [29]. "

"The PSIoT-SDN framework expands on the usual orchestrator’s edge-level QoS control operation
by using SDN network programmability coupled with a bandwidth allocation model (BAM). We
evaluate the enhancements in QoS when integrating the framework with the SDN network manager
and how it positively affects IoT traffic QoS over the network. As such, contribution of the PSIoTSDN framework will be to integrate a QoS approach on network edge with a network bandwidth
sharing strategy based on BAM models that is SDN-controlled. "
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Fig. 5.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The growing number of IoT devices generates an also growing amount of data being transmitted
through the internet and wireless networks. This amount of traffic can burden the network and
cause IoT services that rely on timely communication to malfunction. Aggregating and preprocessing IoT data can alleviate the burden on the network. This process can happen at two points:
in-network (edge and network devices) and at the cloud level [22] [30]. Cloud IoT data processing
aims to cut down on IoT traffic to IoT data consumers by processing device data into aggregated
data of interest to many consumers."
"Data aggregation is responsible for increasing the network lifetime and reducing the energy
consumption [31]. A comparison of data aggregation techniques is presented in [32], and [33]
presents a literature survey on data aggregation mechanisms."
"A hybrid approach to data aggregation exists, where Fog nodes act as preprocessors that aggregate
IoT data in the network edge before forwarding it into the Cloud, presented in [34]."
"Considering these data aggregation methods, the ETSI IoT domain model [35] shows how the
different IoT data aggregation are located in the network. It shows how IoT data flows from devices
in the M2M Domain, is aggregated and preprocessed in the Fog and forwarded to the Cloud. This
stream of aggregation and processing can cut back on the load that massive IoT traffic can cause in
the network."
"The great number of heterogeneous IoT devices and data require new technology and management
patterns to better serve IoT traffic QoS needs. SDN is a well-matched network programming
paradigm suitable for IoT management, that separates the control and data planes. SDN provides
high-level abstraction and virtualized network functions that make management simpler [36]. "
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Fig. 6.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The PSIoT framework has 3 main components:
–
–
–

A traffic orchestrator;
Fog-like IoT gateway data aggregators (IoTGW-Ag) acting as Pub/Sub publishers; and
Pub/Sub clients, be they end-user applications or Cloud processing centers.

The communication happens by trading messages through the network, with a centralized orchestrator and multiple clients and producers."
"The PSIoT-SDN framework introduces a network-level QoS control in the PSIoT framework. The
target now is to achieve both edge-level and network-level QoS management by leveraging the
QoS mangement capabilities at aggregattors provided by the PSIoT orchestrator and to introduce a
SDN-based network links bandwidth allocation strategy. For achieving that, the SDN management
is coupled with a bandwidth allocation approach for network links resource allocation. "
"In the PSIoT-SDN architecture it is assumed that, firstly, the IoT traffic is heterogeneous in relation
to its QoS requirements and is present in multiple network locations. From these highly distributed
locations IoT traffic has to travel from IoT sensors to the aggregators and, from there, using a
controlled network to its consumers. These factors make it so that finding a common hierarchy of
QoS needs for IoT traffic harder and usually leads to tailoring QoS requirements according to local
device and network resources capability."
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Fig. 7.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The IoTGW-Ag are Fog-like nodes that act as IoT data aggregators and Pub/Sub producers. These
nodes can take other IoT-related responsibilities such as data pre-processing, backup or caching.
Each IoTGW-Ag connects to the PSIoT orchestrator, that manages the traffic transmission from the
many aggregators in the network."
" The orchestrator can leverage its control on each IoTGW-Ag in the network to manage the flow
of IoT traffic. Figure 7 illustrates how the framework is positioned in the network and how it can
leverage the flow of IoT data by managing the traffic flow constraints at each IoTGW-Ag in the
network, according to IoT data characteristics."
"SDN controller enables dynamic network configuration, routing and QoS in networks, and can be
regarded as an ally when dealing with IoT traffic. Integrating SDN enabled network management
into IoT systems can help to fine tune and fulfill IoT QoS requirements."
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Fig. 8.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The IoTGW-Ag are Fog-like nodes that act as IoT data aggregators and Pub/Sub producers. These
nodes can take other IoT-related responsibilities such as data pre-processing, backup or caching.
Each IoTGW-Ag connects to the PSIoT orchestrator, that manages the traffic transmission from the
many aggregators in the network."
"The PSIoT framework relies on the time-sensitivity of IoT traffic to determine its QoS levels. While
managing aggregators transmission rates doesn’t increase the overall throughput of IoT traffic, it
does do so to higher priority IoT topic-based subscriptions. Higher priority IoT data can flow faster
in comparison to overall IoT traffic load on the network."
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Fig. 9.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The orchestrator has the knowledge of each IoTGW-Ag’s Pub/Sub subscriptions, as well as the
QoS levels required for each topic subscription. This allows it to decide the transmission rates of
IoT data from each aggregator in the network, so as to maximize the throughput of higher level
QoS subscriptions [2]."
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Fig. 10.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The SDN controller functional blocks are illustrated in Figure 10:
–
–
–

An interface with the PSIoT orchestrator;
A MAM-like bandwidth sharing module (MAM - Maximum Allocation Model); and
An SDN/OpenFlow network-programming interface."

"The SDN controller interface communicates with the PSIoT orchestrator and is responsible for
interpreting commands coming from the orchestrator requesting the setup of communication paths
between IoT aggregators (producers) and IoT consumers."
"The SDN controller network-programming interface configures the switches to establish paths for
IoT traffic over the network. Paths between producers and consumers are previously calculated
using any routing algorithm. The SDN controller uses this computed paths to configure the switch
flow-tables over the path."
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Fig. 11.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The MAM-like module is a bandwidth sharing schema that uses the bandwidth allocation model
strategy defined for the MAM model. Bandwidth sharing is an often used concept explored
in Bandwidth Allocation Models (BAM) that distributes and efficiently manages scarce network
resources [10]. The MAM-like module basically keeps track over the used bandwidth for all links
over the path between IoT producer and IoT consumer."
"The MAM BAM model assumes that the link bandwidth is divided without any sharing between
a set of traffic classes [37]. For each traffic class (TC) is allocated a slice of the bandwidth and
network users are allocated and allowed to use only the bandwidth allocated for its class. This limit
is denominated bandwidth constraint (BC)."
"In the PSIoT-SDN framework the traffic classes and bandwidth constraints were defined and
configured as follows:
–
–
–

Traffic class 0 (TC0) supports all low priority traffic, including from the IoT, in the network;
Traffic class 1 (TC1) supports some mid-priority non-IoT traffic; and
Traffic class 2 (TC2) supports high priority traffic other than IoT over the network."

"The bandwidth allocated for each traffic class is a management decision configured as BC0, BC1
and BC2."
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Fig. 12.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The SDN controller monitors the network bandwidth usage and network-level IoT class bandwidth allocations. As the traffic changes, the controller can allocate additional bandwidth to IoT
traffic by reassigning the TC of IoT traffic flows to TC’s with available bandwidth in the links. This
is done by the PSIoT-Orch communicating grouped traffic flows, in the form of origin-destination
pairs, to the MAM-like module at the SDN controller. This allows the IoT traffic growing on demand
to maintain appropriate throughput, by allowing the PSIoT-SDN to utilize the additional bandwidth
allocated by the controller to increase the transmission rates of IoT data, according to their QoS
need."
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Fig. 13.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The steps involved are the following:
–
–
–
–

The orchestrator checks QoS status on the aggregators and defines IoT flows between producer and consumers.
IoT flows are created upon orchestrator requests to the SDN controller.
The SDN controller creates entries on the OpenFlow switches involved in the path.
SDN controller adjusts IoT queue bandwidth limits at the switches in accordance with
bandwidth availability controlled by the MAM-like module."

"The PSIoT-SDN framework assumes that all traffic flowing in the network are queued at the
switches and have bandwidth constraints defined. In effect, the queue implementation and corresponding bandwidth limits are a feature that has dependency of the switched and network
operating system used. This is a limitation of the proposed framework but is essential to have
bandwidth limits to guarantee QoS requirements at network level [38]."
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Fig. 14.
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PAPER TEXT EXTRACT:
"The PSIoT-SDN proof of concept components are:
–
–
–
–
–
–

A network topology created with the Mininet emulator [39];
The POX [40] SDN network operating system supporting the IoT-SDN network management;
Open vSwitch switches [41], controlled by the OpenFlow protocol;
User traffic generators;
The MAM-like BAM module implemented with OpenStack tools; and
The SDN user-controller software."

"The proof of concept scenario presents a simple and controlled network topology using links with
constrained resources. Its topology and network resources are set in such a way as to present both
IoT and normal traffic competing for resources."
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Fig. 15.

"Figure 15 shows the proof of concept topology with the PSIoT-SDN components on the network. The
proof of concept traffic configuration adopted is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The network link resource allocation is set to 3 traffic classes (TC0, TC1 and TC2)
TC0 is configured initially with 50% of link bandwidth (BC0);
TC1 is configured initially with 30% (BC1);
TC2 is configured initially with 20% (BC2);
IoT traffic is allocated at TC0; and
All other traffic is allocated at TC1 and TC2 according with their priority."

"The MiniNet emulated OpenFlow switch (Open vSwicth) uses bandwidth controlled network queues
(NQ0, NQ1 and NQ2), each of then supporting a traffic class (TC0, TC1 and TC2) [42]. The link’s available
bandwidth is restrained for traffic flows belonging to each class level. This division is done to simulate
real world network constraints on traffic, according to connection SLA’s, and IoT traffic is assigned to the
lowest priority class to simulate consumer-level internet connections."
"This scenario is designed to match common network configurations and to display the better QoS
control that the PSIoT-SDN framework can achieve when integrated into an SDN network’s management.
This will be accomplished by running an implementation of the PSIoT-SDN, which preserves the PSIoTOrch queue management control at the aggregators, inside an emulated SDN network in Mininet, along
with a custom SDN controller that will communicate with the Orchestrator."
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Fig. 16.

"This proof of concept simulation aims to show how integrating with the SDN controller has a positive
effect on the PSIoT-SDN’s network use and on its ability to provide better QoS guarantees to its users."
"To this effect, the SDN integration implements this in a way where PSIoT-SDN traffic groups, as
signaled to the SDN controller, can be assigned to TC’s with spare capacity. Figure 16 shows how the SDN
controller reassigns flows of traffic from the PSIoT-SDN to TC’s with available bandwidth."
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Fig. 17.

"The above network scenario is simulated with a series of events that aim to show the strengths of
SDN-enabled bandwidth sharing with the integrating of the SDN network management to the PSIoTSDN."
"The events are ordered as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

T1 sends traffic to T2. This traffic is in the TC0 class.
C1 subscribes to Ag1 and Ag2. All IoT traffic is in the TC0 class.
C2 subscribes to Ag1 and Ag2.
T1 stops sending traffic.
T2 sends traffic to T1. This traffic is in the TC1 class.
T2 stops sending traffic.
End of simulation."
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Fig. 18.

"BAMs allow better network utilization by sharing unused bandwidth between TC’s. They have a
positive effect on network traffic as a whole. However, the advantages gained from BAM’s generally don’t
favor targeted applications in the network. Simply having dynamic BAM’s like G-BAM [10] isn’t enough
to increase the QoS control that the PSIoT-SDN has on its traffic because it still has to compete for the extra
bandwidth."
"Figure 18 shows the link load at each simulation event. By redistributing the traffic from aggregators,
according to IoT QoS levels, into different traffic classes there is a better use of the overall network
bandwidth and also provides the IoT traffic with network-level QoS."
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Fig. 19.

"Comparing the effects of the PSIoT-SDN integration, Figure 19 shows the link load of the simulation
being executed with and without network-level QoS integration. The integration with the SDN network
can utilize up to 100% of the link’s capacity and an average of 86% bandwidth utilization. When not
integrated, the IoT traffic output and overall network utilization is limited by the constraints of the
applications associated traffic class."
"BAM’s are not a novel concept, and different flavours allow for similar bandwidth sharing. However
the main advantage of this integration is the ability to share bandwidth according to IoT specific QoS
levels, enhancing the level of guarantees in QoS capabilities for IoT traffic. These results display the
flexibility of the PSIoT-SDN integrated into the network’s management, especially considering how SDN
networks have facilitated integration with Application Domain services and more easily allow for third
party integration into network management."
"A relevant consideration concerning the proof of concept topology is that the evaluation considered a
single network link. In effect, our objective is to demonstrate that the cumulative edge-QoS and networkQoS control will enhance the overall quality of service for massive IoT traffic. It is also worth to emphasize
that BAMs manage bandwidth on a per-link basis [11]. As such, the overall QoS behavior for a path
between IoT data producer and consumer will benefit from any link bandwidth improvement over the
path. This further validates the proof of concept presented."
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Fig. 20.

"We presented an overview of the requirements and characteristics of IoT data, how devices communicate and how IoT data is transmitted. Based on these attributes, we introduced a framework for IoT
traffic orchestration, enabling dynamic QoS capabilities and further integration into the backbone network
management, namely SDN."
"Resource management and traffic scheduling are often, and in the scenario explored in this paper,
a zero-sum game. The framework Orchestrator manages traffic with the effect of providing QoS to high
priority IoT data, as asserted by IoT topic subscriptions. This effect is increased when SDN integration
allows network bandwidth sharing to be passively managed by the PSIoT-SDN framework, enabling better
utilization of the network and enhanced QoS fulfillment for IoT traffic."
"The simulation results showed how the shared bandwidth was distributed among the framework’s
IoT QoS levels, generating a larger throughput of IoT traffic when compared to the same scenario when
SDN integration was excluded. With these positive results, the PSIoT-SDN framework is validated and
displays its usefulness in managing QoS for IoT traffic."
"In summary, the main contribution of the PSIoT-SDN framework is to couple a QoS approach on
network edge with a network bandwidth sharing strategy that is SDN-controlled. "
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Fig. 21.
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